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Colorado Museum Auction
50 W . Arizona Avenue
Denver, Colorado 80223

303-744-6505

Colorado Museum Auction
The Historic Tower Museum
30121 Frontage Rd., Genoa, Colorado 80818
Exit 371 of I-70. Then west on the Frontage road to Museum

Sept. 19, 20, & 21
Featuring Native American & Colorado Artifacts from Eastern Colorado. By request of the Chubbuck family, we will be selling the museum collection at a 3 day
auction on site at the Tower Museum in Genoa, Colorado. Three Large Tents will be
set up. Many of the pieces were found by Jerry Chubbuck, including more than 20,000
Indian Artifacts, antiques, bottles & paintings, fossils & rock collections, old rifles
& guns, tools, traps, pottery, stone wear jugs, pocket knives, advertising, locks, Early
Mammoth tusks, show cases, Great High S Roll top desk and more.
This will be a large auction. Everything is to be sold to the highest bidder.

Antiques and Estates Wanted for Upcoming Auctions
We are looking for Fine Antiques, Estates, Artwork, Rare Collections, Jewelry, Sterling Silver, Stained Glass, Clocks, and Collectibles for 2014 Auctions. If you are considering selling, give us a call. We will purchase outright or take consignments for Special Auctions. If
you have individual pieces or an entire estate, please call Tom or Helen or email photos to
Bruhnsauction @aol.com.

www.mountainstatescollector.com
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The Mountain States Collector is The Rocky Mountain region’s newspaper and
website devoted to the enjoyment of antiques and collectibles as objects of art,
investment, decor, culture and historical interest.
We are dedicated to the promotion and success of the antique trade.

Shows
Advertise in
the Mountain
States Collector.
Reach the
thousands of
antique
collectors and
afficionados
who enjoy this
42+ year old
newspaper
devoted to the
collector and
antique buff.
Call
Spree
publishing
303-674-1253
or
Jon DeStefano
at
720-276-2777
for more
information.

www.mountainstatescollector.com

Show Calendar

September Events
SEPT. 6: A PARIS STREET MARKET an open-air vintage antique and artisan market, 8-3 rain
or shine, Aspen Grove, 7301 S. Santa Fe. Dr., Littleton, CO 80120 More info, call 303-877-9457
or go to aparisstreetmarket.com
SEPT. 10: MINER’S FLAME LIGHTS Discussion led by Leo Stambaugh at 2:00 p.m. at The
Brass Armadillo, 11301 West I-70, Wheat Ridge, CO. More information, or if you would be interested in doing a presentation in your area of expertise, call Dixie or Charlotte at 303-403-1677.
SEPT. 24: THE BADGE OF RANK Discussion led by Chris Ives at 2:00 p.m. at The Brass Armadillo, 11301 West I-70, Wheat Ridge, CO. More information, or if you would be interested in
doing a presentation in your area of expertise, call Dixie or Charlotte at 303-403-1677.
SEPT. 26 & 27: 5TH ANNUAL TRI STATE DOLL SALE 2014, 1-7 on Friday and 10-5 on Saturday, Jefferson County Fairgrounds, 152 West 6th Avenue, Golden, Colorado, $5, 1-12 FREE,
The sale will feature antique and modern dolls, doll accessories, high-end collectibles and much
more. More info, call Lorella, 303-988-8591.
SEPT. 27: RAGTIME ANNIE’S OUTDOOR MARKET, 4501 Wadsworth Blvd., Wheat Ridge,
Colorado. Antiques, jewelry, clock repair, native American, books, home decor and more. More
info: 303-463-7796.

Upcoming Shows & Events

OCT. 17-19: THE SALT LAKE CITY ANTIQUE SHOW, South Towne Expo Center,
Sandy, Utah. Info: 303-595-0812, www.slcantiqueshow.com
OCT. 22: AMBER Discussion led by Chris Ives at 2:00 p.m. at The Brass Armadillo,
11301 West I-70, Wheat Ridge, CO. More information, or if you would be interested in
doing a presentation in your area of expertise, call Dixie or Charlotte at 303-403-1677.
OCT. 24-26: WORLD WIDE ANTIQUE AND VINTAGE SHOW at the Denver Mart Expo
Bldg., 58th Ave. and I-25 (Exit 215) Fri. & Sat. 10-6 and Sun. 11-5, free parking, more info go to
www.findyourantique.com

NOV. 5: EARLY 1600’s JEWELRY Discussion led by Karen Nicols at 2:00 p.m. at
The Brass Armadillo, 11301 West I-70, Wheat Ridge, CO. More information, or if you
would be interested in doing a presentation in your area of expertise, call Dixie or Charlotte at 303-403-1677.
NOV. 8 & 9: COLORADO COLLECTIBLES FAIR - LOVELAND, Sat. 9-5, Sun. 10 - 4,
$6/Two Day Admission Price, Jewelry, Art, Vintage Treasures, Antiques, Furniture. Call for details: 720-763-9013.

NOV. 19: A NEW LOOK AT OLD LACE Discussion led by Gretchen Allgeier at 2:00
p.m. at The Brass Armadillo, 11301 West I-70, Wheat Ridge, CO. More information, or
if you would be interested in doing a presentation in your area of expertise, call Dixie or
Charlotte at 303-403-1677.

OCT. 4: A PARIS STREET MARKET an open-air vintage antique and artisan market, 8-3 rain
or shine, Aspen Grove, 7301 S. Santa Fe. Dr., Littleton, CO 80120 More info, call 303-877-9457
or go to aparisstreetmarket.com.

JAN. 2-4, 2015: WINGS OVER THE ROCKIES, Denver, Info: 303-595-0812 or www.
antiquesatwings.com.

OCT. 4: TIMBER DAN ANTIQUE AND COLLECTIBLE TOY SHOW AND SALE, Loveland, Colorado, sponsored by the Loveland Lions Club. More than 180 tables — 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at the Larimer County Fairgrounds (“The Ranch”), First National Bank Exhibition Bldg., North
Hall. Take I-25 Exit 259 east to Fairgrounds Ave., then north 1/2 mile. Admission $4. For more information, contact Doug Larson, 970-667-9655.

SEPT. 16: NATURAL HISTORY AUCTION, presented by Hindman Antiques at their location in
Denver at 960 Cherokee Street. More information, call Leslie Hindman Auctioneers at

OCT. 8: HALLOWEEN Discussion led by Stacy Stryker at 2:00 p.m. at The Brass Armadillo, 11301 West I-70, Wheat Ridge, CO. More information, or if you would be interested in
doing a presentation in your area of expertise, call Dixie or Charlotte at 303-403-1677.
OCT. 11 & 12: PUMPKIN PIE DAYS ANTIQUE SHOW, sponsored by the St. Vrain Historical Society, to be held at Boulder County Fairgrounds. Call 303-776-1870 for more info.

Auctions
312.334.4223 or go to naturalhistory@lesliehindman.com.
SEPT. 19, 20, 21: BRUHNS AUCTION presents a COLORADO MUSEUM AUCTION of
The HISTORIC TOWER MUSEUM. For more information, call 303-744-6505.The event is at
30121 Frontage Road, Genoa, Colorado 80818. (Tower Museum is located just west of Genoa,
Colorado, exit 371 off I-70. Then west on the Frontage Road to the Museum.) This will be a large
auction. Everything is to be sold to the highest bidder. For more information go to www.
bruhnsauction.com

Auction

Tip of the Month

Services Available

www.mountainstatescollector.com
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Ge m Auction

natural History Auction in Denver September 16
NATURAL HISTORY AUCTION IN DENVER FEATURING A WORLD CLASS COLLECTION OF
LAPIDARY ARTS, RARE MINERALS AND GEMS
FROM THE ESTATE OF GERARD L. CAFESJIAN
On the Cover: Picture of red crystal, A Rhodochrosite
Specimen, "Pincushion Pocket," Sweet Home Mine,
Colorado, $5,000-7,000
Leslie Hindman Auctioneers is pleased to be handling
the collection of 570 lots from the Estate of Mr. Cafesjian
including an impressive selection of lapidary arts carvings, rare minerals and gems for its inaugural Natural History auction, which will take place on September 16, 2014
at 10AM MST. The sale will be displayed in the Denver
saleroom located at 960 Cherokee Street. Colorado’s history is deeply rooted in the mining industry, which motivated the Chicago-based auction company to select the
Denver facility to host this important collection. The West
boasts many of the most important mines in the mineral
collecting world, as well as an enthusiastic base of collectors and institutions anxious to acquire rare items.

Gerard L. Cafesjian had a passion for collecting that
consumed his life for more than six decades. Born in
Brooklyn, New York to Armenian immigrant parents, he
served in the U.S. Navy and later graduated from St.
John’s University School of Law. Mr. Cafesjian had a successful career at West Publishing Company, the world’s
largest publisher of legal information. Having studied geology at university, he held a lifelong interest in minerals.
As a collector, his love for color, light and form led him
to collect a wide array of contemporary glass sculpture,
gems, minerals and a truly impressive assortment of fine
lapidary arts carvings.
The Cafesjian Collection includes an extensive
group of mineral specimens extracted from locations
all over the globe. The impressive selection of
Rhodochrosite crystals and plates originate from the
Sweet Home Mine in Colorado and the N’Chwaning
mine in South Africa, two of the most sought after
mines by collectors. The auction also features an extraordinary lapidary arts collection, including works
by Idar-Oberstein artisans such as Gerd Dreher, Manfred Wild, Gerhard Becker and other luminaries.

A Morganite "Sea Turtle and Reef" Carving, Gerd
Dreher, Idar-Oberstein, Germany $12,000-18,000

Highlights of the Auction—

A Scolecite on Stilbite Specimen, Nashik Quarry,
Nashik District, Maharashtra, India
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Highlights include an important agate carving of a
falcon on a native copper base, Gerd Dreher ($30,00050,000); a fine Rhodochrosite crystal from the “Corner
Pocket,” Sweet Home Mine, Alma, Colorado ($5,0007,000); a Morganite carving of a sea turtle, Gerd Dreher
($12,000-18,000); a fine Rhodochrosite crystal cluster,
N’Chwaning Mine, Kuruman, South Africa ($7,0009,000), a Scolecite on Stilbite specimen ($2,000-3,000)
and a Gem Chrysocolla Chameleon Carving, Gerd Dreher
for Asprey, Idar-Oberstein, Germany ($20,000-$30,000).
“The logistics of packing and shipping this extensive
group from out of state was cumbersome, but well worth
it,” said Alexander Eblen, director of Natural History at
Leslie Hindman Auctioneers. “It required over 250 custom boxes and crates and two trucks to transport the collection from Florida to Colorado. The interest in gems and
minerals is clearly evident by the numerous gem and mineral shows held in Colorado annually. Thousands of collectors and enthusiasts from all over the world will attend
the shows in September, which made Denver the obvious
location for the auction.” Selected highlights from the col-

lection will be featured at the Denver Fine Mineral Show
in room 209 of the Denver Marriott West and in booth J50
at the Denver Gem & Mineral Show in the Denver Merchandise Mart.
AUCTION
Open to the public
Tuesday, September 16, 2014 | 10AM MST
EXHIBITION
Open to the public
September 2 – 15
Weekdays 10AM – 5PM
Saturdays 10AM – 3PM
Special extended hours on Thursday, September 11,
10AM – 7PM
Catalogues are available for purchase, please visit
lesliehindman.com. To view the online catalogue click
here. For further information or to order an auction catalogue, please contact Leslie Hindman Auctioneers at
312.334.4223 or naturalhistory@lesliehindman.com.
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Gl ass Coll ectibles

American Glass History — A Brief Overview
Continued from page 1
were still producing glass into the 20th century.
• Albert Gallatin founded town of New Geneva on land bought
south of Pittsburgh, becoming involved Gallatin Glass Works in
1797.Workers from Stiegel and Amelung factories. 1st factory west
of the Alleghenies. General James O’Hara and Major Isaac Craig
started Pittsburgh Glass Works, also 1797.Made bottles, flasks, and
window glass, at least through the 1880’s.
• Boston Crown Glass Company began 1787, producing glass
from 1793 and lasting for 34 years.
II. 1800-1900
• Began with imitation, found and ended with innovation. Population from 5.3M to ~76.2M.
• In 1800, 9 major glass houses in U.S. Close to population centers, water transport, and raw materials (sand, clay, and wood fuel);
near New York/Hudson/Great Lakes, Philadelphia, and Pittsburgh.
• War of 1812 impacts, embargo, then ended by Treaty of Ghent

terned tableware. Process from 1814 to about 1850, with many companies producing flint pieces on which the pattern refracted light
much like cut glass. While the gaffer (blower) was still important,
creativity began to migrate to mold-makers. This was the real beginning on U.S. innovations in the glass world, although imitating
Irish and English cut glass. Included decanters, pitchers, tumblers,
inkwells, to sugar bowls.
• Beginning with Madison and Monroe, American glass producers began to supply at least
some of the White House needs,
sometimes via donation. Bakewell & Page (founded 1808)
were among the first providers,
first with donated engraved
pieces, then sales.
• There were major transportation improvements in that
decade began about 1825; steamboats became used extensively
on the Ohio and Mississippi, as
well as along the East Coast. The
Erie Canal opened in 1825, connecting the western cities along
the Great Lakes with the East
Coast, significantly reducing
shipping costs. As railroads
began to spread, finished products could be easily moved.
With the coasts connected by
rails in the late 1860’s, distribution continued to gain.
• Materials (silica), formulas, and methods improved, reducing costs. Coal replaced
wood in new factories, especially in the Midwest (Ohio, western
Pennsylvania, (West) Virginia).While coal fired furnaces
required shielding to keep additional contaminants from the
glass, coal was more plentiful
and available, and furnaces and
pots could grow in size. However, silica remained a critical element in keeping New Jersey,
Massachusetts, and eastern
Pennsylvania glass factories
alive. Older factories in North-

east limited to wood (e.g., Pitkin ~1830) closed. By the late ½ of
the century, natural gas began to replace coal, encouraging production to move west, including New England Glass of 1818 becoming
Libbey in Toledo in 1888.
• Additional factories built in and around Pittsburgh, Boston,
Ohio, (West) Virginia, New York, south New Jersey and Philadelphia, New Hampshire, Vermont, and Connecticut, mostly for winContinued on page 11

Olde
Towne
Littleton

‘Home’ pieces (l. to r.. back to front) Back row Fire King Pie Plate, 1940s
& on Crown Window Pane ‘Bull’s-eye’, 1800s? Pyrex Corelle Lunch Plate,
1970s & on Middle row Jeanette ‘Carnival’ Model T Bud Vase, 1920s Quick
Seal Canning Jar, 1900s Pint Milk Bottle, 1900s Front row Hazel Atlas
Green Crisscross Reamer, 1920s-1930s Cobalt Medicine Bottle, screw lid
top, 1910s & on Cobalt Medicine Bottle, cork top, 1910s & on

1814. British again dumped subsidized glass on U.S.Import tariffs
used to encourage production and protect against foreign subsidies.
• Window glass, mostly cylinder glass (large cylinder made of
cheaper glass, cut along one side, rolled out, picking up imperfections, cooled and cut to shape) greatest product. Crown glass better
quality, more expensive (large bubble of glass made, put on punty,
heated and spun until became large flat piece, cooled, cut to shape).
• Patterned molds became increasingly important in American
production. Keene Glass Works in New Hampshire became wellknown for Blown Three-Mold glass. This minimum three piece
hinged mold offered a faster, more reproducible way of making pat-

8 SEPTEMBER 2014 —Mountain States Collector
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So. Lipan, Denver

So. Broadway, Denver

Antique Alcove
1236 S. Broadway, Denver, CO 80210

303-722-4649
10 SEPTEMBER 2014 —Mountain States Collector

Rick and Theresa Roe
Cell: 303-887-7311
www.mountainstatescollector.com
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Glass Collectibl es

American Glass History — A Brief Overview
Continued from page 8
dow and “common” glass. Boston and Sandwich Glass, Sandwich,
1825-26 (Deming Jarves, formerly at New England Glass and studied at Bakewell); Union (Flint) Glass, Kensington, Pa., 1826 (former New England Glass workers); Fort Pitt Glass Works, Pittsburgh,
1827 (former Bakewell and Pittsburgh Glass workers); and Ritchie
& Wheat, Wheeling, 1829; South Wheeling Glass (1835, to become
Hobbs and Barnes, then Hobbs, Brockunier); Mt. Washington (Massachusetts, 1837) was formed by Deming Jarves; St. Louis Flint Glass
(1842); O’Hara Glass Works (Pittsburgh, 1848); Gray &Hemingray
Glass (Cincinnati, 1848, to Covington, Ky., 1851, and Muncie, Ind.,
1865); McKee Brothers (Pittsburgh, 1850, later Bryce, McKee, then
Bryce Brothers); Adams, Macklin (later Adams & Co., Pittsburgh,
1851, old Stourbridge plant from 1823). New glass houses continued to come into existence, but many failed. Specialization became
more prevalent, including lamps, preserving jars, pharmaceutical and
perfume bottles, and other specialized bottles. New window and
bottle “green” glass factories, especially in the Midwest and upper
New York, making flasks and tableware, as well. Colors varied depending on the batch mix, from light aqua or blue to nearly black
olive-green (this was called “black” glass, usually referring to bottles to hold spirits). Witches balls protected against witchcraft and
serve as jar, mug, vase, or pitcher covers. Beginning of White House
Works (Pittsburgh, 1859, Hale, Atterbury, later Atterbury& Co.); and
Dorflinger Bros. (White Mills, Pa, 1859). Example: Telegraph &
telephone insulators.
• Lamps, candlesticks and vases with plainer designs became
more common as fire-polishing smoothed the rough molded surfaces. Whale oil gave way to kerosene, sometimes called coal oil,
in the 2nd half of the century after was developed by Abraham Gesner and Scotsman James Young from coal in the late 1840s and early
mostlyThis
flower
1850s.
newpots—vase—
cheaper and better fuel quickly replaced whale oil
bedside
and pitcher
and
more bowl
flammable
alcoholset,
based burning fluid. By 1853, Samuel
lg, Antique
Singer
sewing
Kier
began refining
lamp
oil in Pittsburgh from petroleum seeps.
machine
with with
case,
Cut
Later,
he worked
Edwin
Drake on the first U.S. oil well, then
glass, the
303-838-3643.
product whenEmail:
Drake struck oil in 1858.Later yet, invenbought
jgf3643@hotmail.com
tion
of the electric light bulb, patented by Thomas Edison in 1880,
created a new field with hand-blown bulbs to house carbon filament
FOR SALE:
A.B. Example:
Dick 310whale oil lamp.
wiring
in a vacuum.
offset
press,
were a111
majorplate
blown item throughout the 19th century.
• Bottles
maker, Michael’s
collator,
Originally
free blown,the
U.S. was well known on the Continent for
Schaefer
cast
iron and
wax
being
a whiskey
producer
consumer, and two-piece mold blown
parts.
melter, manuals,
whiskey
bottles andmisc
flasks
of all types became more prevalent as
$100.00 and
takes
all.Midwest
719-647Kentucky
other
areas began to liquors. Commemora8867.
Pueblo
West.
(12-09) staple of the glass industry, with
tive items became a specialized
George Washington, the American Eagle, and many other popular
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figures
and symbols appearing
1825. Once
the molds
PITCHER
Fontainbleau
block
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Broadway,
allowed extensive reproduction. Medicines, legitimate and other-3
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tion O3068K bowl small
feet, each with storage.
crack $1,000 OBO 303-659Betsy 303-777-0848, bc
0748. (01/10)
tournier@aol.com (08/09)

DEALERS

SERVICES

wise, along with the more gentrified demand for cologne and perfume bottle encouraged makers. Domestic “green” glassware production (bottles, fruit jars, demijohn, carboys and vials) accounted
for most of the U.S. demand, with over 90% of the total consumption vs. imports. Companies appeared in the San Francisco area beginning in 1858 to satisfy West Coast demand. John Mason invented the “Mason” wide-mouthed food preservative jar in 1858. Furnaces for this “green” glass went from 64 in 1860 to 108 in 1882,
with more than double the 1860 capacity. Bottle making benefited
from additional labor specialization. A 7-man shop became standard, with separate gathering, blowing, neck finishing, (all considered skilled), then mold operation, blowpipe cleaning, “snappingup” (put into “snap” tool, and glory hold), and “carrying-in” to the
annealing lehr. In 1860 the crews could make 42 dozen bottles per
day; about 1900, shop average was 300 dozen per day. Anotheradvancement in 1866 was introduction of the chilled iron molds, leaving a smoother product and eliminating further finishing. Codd stoppers came into existence in 1872 (marbles in neck with rubber/cork
ring, held by effervescent gas of liquid). The Hutchinson stopper
with a gasket pulled up by a wire loop appeared in 1879. In the
1880s came the lightning stopper (plug of porcelain or rubber with a
wire holder) for beer. In 1892 the crown cork top and accompanying bottle design led to one of the more critical inventions of the 20th
century, the church key. Examples: Coroni bitters,commemorative
flask, Codd stopper bottle, Cotter Blob Top Bottle, Coffin pocket
flask, lightning stopper beer bottle, Grand Canyon beer bottle
• Molding technology saw major advancements in the period,
with mechanical pressing replacing blowing. In 1825, John. P.
Bakewellfiled a patent on mechanically pressed doorknobs; others
soon followed. Relatively flat pieces festooned with Lacy patterns
and universal stippling on one side became popular. Patterns and
stippling WESTERN
reflected and refracted light, as well as hiding glass defects.
FORpractice and new patents, products imAsCOLLECTIONS
processes improved with
SALE
proved dramatically.Detailed
cup plates and salts dips became esMetalofhorse
statues,
Roy glass, often combining designs of
sential
the early
Lacy pressed
collection. Other
theRogers
Blown Three-Mold
pieces with elements from flasks (portraits,
Western
pictures, etc.) Cup plates
seemed to be a U.S. phenomenon, as many
stars items,
“saucered“ their tea or coffee for cooling, then set the cup on a cup
Dixie
plate. Over 1,000 Premiums,
designs and variations existed in cup plates alone.
An economic depression
cow-1837 to 1842 combined with technimovie from
cal enhancements toboy
encourage
and simpler patterns and thinner glass.
Demand pushed uprodeo
in the post
1840’s. While flint glass was only $1.3M
in production in 1831,
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cards,
sad- the market had risen to $7.1M. With
advances
pressing,
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of the U.S. flint glass made was pressed,
horses,
etc.
dles, in
plates,
ladies with
horse
and
consumption
rose by
a factor of 10 between 1840 and 1860.
calendars,
Tom Beecham
Spill
holders, compotes,
sugar bowls and toilet bottles became mass
convas
type prints
produced,
sometimes
from the same molds. Fire polishing became
frames.
U.S. Fingers, flutes, and arches came into vogue
common ininthe
Horses on scarves
collection, horses on
hankies collection. Western neckties collection.
More items too numerous
to mention.
Serious inquiries only!

DEALER SPACE AVAILABLE Serendipity Mercantile, Longmont, Colorado.
large building, room for more
dealers. Great parking! Call
303-776-8511.
DEALERS WANTED! Front
Range Antiques in Ft. Collins
is seeking dealers of high
quality antiques. Due to or
unique layout, we can make
any size space work for you.
Call 970-282-1808.

BUY OR SELL ANTIQUE
BUSINESS! Licensed broker to bring together buyers
and sellers. We package
trade names, inventory,
customer lists, Real Estate
leases and sales, and creative financing and exchanges. 303-913-3355
www.Traylorhomes.com
Business Opportunities
CHIPS AND PIECES
RESTORATION invisible
pottery and porcelain
repairs, pearl restringing.
By appointment only, call
Sari, 303-623-4217 or
email chipsandpieces @
yahoo.com

Knute’sAdvertise

in the MounAntique
Dan’s& Furniture Restoration
tain

Call
303-674-1253
for more
( 12-5
$*!"
Mon.-Sat.
10-6, Sun.
www.knutes.com
information.

(Open by appointment)

Complete Antique
Restoration Available
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www.mountainstatescollector.com
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Lyons

Brighton

Brighton, CO 80601
303-659-7516

Just 30 minutes
north of Denver

Reach the
thousands
of antique
Lemon Oil Beeswax
303-922-0792
collectors
13518 County Road #1, Longmont,
CO 80504
and afficionados
that enjoy
Directions from I-25: exit #243 (Hwy 66)
371/2 year
old newspaper
west 4 miles to County Rdthis
#1, South
mile
Between 17th Ave & Hwy 66 on Rd #1
devoted to the collector and to
the antique buff.
303-772-9693
$+ *

EXPERT silver and metals repairs restoration.
Appraisals for insurance.
720-939-9373, nat_mx6
@hotmail.com (3-07)

24 North Main

Inmore
Longmont,
Get
bang
for your are our specialty!
Antiques
buck!

Wallpaper
We sellRemoval,
the restoration products that we use:
Dry Wall Repair, Water
Lightning Strip Paint & Varnish Remover, General
Damage Repair
Finishes
water-based stain, sanding sealer and topAcoustic/Ceiling
coat, Removal
Antique Restorer’s Furniture Cleaner and

“That one looks a little too dry.”

(1/2 Blk. No. of Bridge & Main)

States

• Quality Refinishing / Restoration
Painting,
• Repairs / Spindle turning
Collector.
Remodeling
• Veneer replacement

cagreenman@msn.com

Full Line of
Antiques &
Collectibles

with patterns like Bigler, Ashburton, Diamond-Thumbprint, Excelsior, Early Thumbprint, Colonial, and so on. Examples: cup plates,
Ashburton and Bigler goblets.
• Except in the 1850’s,tariffs remained high through the end of
the century; window glass was the primary driver of the industry.
Productivity increased, production jumped in window glass from
$1.4M in 89 factories in 1860 to $5.0M in 211 factories producing
93M sq. ft. by 1880. All glass production in the same period grew
from $8.5M to $21.2M. The depression beginning in 1873 encouraged cost reduction. A “lazy-bones” support over the blowing block
and friction wheels on swinging cranes allowed cylinder glass gathers to be heavier. Iron replaced wood for marvering, or shaping the
cylinder. Lehrs, which moved sheets of window glass through an
annealing furnace tunnel, replaced annealing kilns.
• By 1854, the railroad system had reached Chicago and the
Mississippi. From 2,800 miles of rails in 1840, the system grew to
9,021 by 1850, then to 74,096 in 1875, including the addition of the
transcontinental line.
• Advertising became more critical. Trade catalogues apparently began with McKee Brothers in 1859-1860, with new publications every few years for retailers. Trade journals became more common. Articles on glass appeared in popular magazines, such as Harper’s New Monthly and Godey’s Lady’s Book. Exhibitions in London (1851) and New York (1853) featured American glass.
• While the Civil War had an enormous impact on the U.S.
economy during the beginning of this period, the glass business kept
growing.The military lead requirements trumped the industry needs,
probably forcing more research and experimentation into alternative
Continued on page 18
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R O C K Y M O U N TA I N
ANTIQUES IN LOVELAND
wants dealers w/toys, clocks,
watches, quality knives &
razors, tools, other neat stuff.
Low rent. 970-669-7440.

20th – 21st Century Art Glass (l. to r.) Steuben Aurene & Calcite Sherbet,
early 1900s, Morgantown Square Stem Sherbet, 1920s?, Cambridge ‘Vichy’
Cordial, Hydrofluoric Acid Etched, 1930s, Cambridge ‘Sunset’ Tumbler,
1950s, Vandermark Merritt ‘Pulled Feather’ Blown & Cased Vase, 1970s,
Tacoma Glassblowing Studio ‘Seascape’ Millefiori Style, 2014
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Arvada

Homestead Antiques
6530 Wadsworth Blvd., Suite130
Arvada, CO 80003
2 Miles North of I-70 on Wadsworth, N.E. Corner of 64th and Wadsworth
Like us on Facebook

720-484-3644
Open 7 Days a Week, 10-6

Als o vis it a nd c a ll, Su sa n Cor dova
@ Red Door A ntiq ues , 3 03 - 2 84 - 5 9 97

Susan Cordova

Over 60 dealers with a wide variety of
antiques, vintage furnishings, glassware,
jewelry, collectibles, primitives, shabby
chic, Western, Native American,
home decor & more...
12 SEPTEMBER 2014 —Mountain States Collector
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Collectible s

The Romance of the Teapot
By Robert Reed

Jenny’s Junk Emporium
High-end Collectibles
(despite what the name may imply).
Steam engines, locomotives, trains, crystal, china, jewelry,
vintage and small unique collectible finds.

Consignments and Layaways

The teapot in all of its remarkable forms
has been courted by civilization for centuries.
It is a romance that prompted one prestigious
American museum to call the teapot "the
most perfect of inventions."
A love story which may have begun with
the Chinese 500 years ago certainly has endured in countless countries and cultures. The
forms have been vastly diverse, and the materials incorporated in individual designs has
been equally wide ranging.
"One of great challenges for an artist
was to make a great teapot," observed
Garth Clark guest curator of The Mint Museums in Charlotte, North Carolina. "It
was a matter of proportion, balance and
function. Artists had to be able to produce
a main body balanced against two linear
elements, the spout and handle."
Garth added, "it sounds easy, but it was
actually quite a difficult thing to do, even
#& !$ &more
% "! so
$ if you're
# $ going to do
#& something
!$ & % "! $distinctive and unique."
The Mint Museums chose to devote the
first half of the year 2004 to an exhibition of
more than 250 teapots along with archival
drawings and related documents. Major
artists of the past were represented as well as
the anonymous folk potter.

Throughout the ages the teapot would be
fashioned from all manner of materials from
simple earthenware
silver. Addi" to gleaming
"
tionally there was glass, iron, and porcelain.
Historians credit the Chinese Yixing era with
the first development of the teapot. Ultimately the squat form of Chinese hot water pot of
porcelain was copied in the Western world
but not before tea itself was 'discovered' as a
precious import from the Orient.
In 1658 a London coffee house advertised a new offering of a drink that would
eventually be known as tea. It was "that excellent, and by all Physicians approved of
drink, called Chinese Tcha by others Tay alias
Tee, is sold at the Sultaness Head." Just two
years later the Samuel Pepys wrote in his
diary, "I did send for a cup of tea, a China
drink, of which I never drank before."
Not surprisingly the tea drinking fad
had grown strong enough in the 1670s for
a few teapots to actually be produced. One
example was actually inscribed "tea pott"
for those who may have been puzzled by
" another
"
its appearance. Still
lanternshaped teapot of silver of the same period
bore the hallmark of the East India Com-

pany which had a major role in the importation of tea itself from China.
Both tea and coffee drinking became
quite fashionable in London and other parts
of England by the early 1700s. At that point
both were similar in design and relatively
small given that both commodities were
scarce and expensive. As tea became more
readily available the standard size of accompanying tea pots increased. For the most part
the
$ early lantern-shape evolved into a bulblike in form with a high-domed lid. Some had
what were later called "duck neck" spouts.
It was not surprising that the endearing
teapot made its way to Colonial America. In
1727 the New York Gazette advertised an elegant silver "Eight square Tea-Pot" which
was said to be of the "newest Fashion." For a
time the 'eight square' or octagonal form of
teapot was very popular with silversmiths.
The well to do both in England and America
sat an impressive table with their distinguished silver teapots with C-scrolled handles and S-style spouts.
The curved handle was apparently considered more suitable than the lesser used
square handle. Gradually too, the rather basic
pear shape became the most favored design
for 18th century teapots, especially for those
imported to America. It has been said that the
pear shape was preferred in part because that
particular design helped the tea steep better
by putting the maximum
" " amount of water in
direct contact with the leaves.
While silver was reportedly very well
suited for the brewing of tea, it certainly was
not the only material used for teapots in Colonial America. In fact the majority of teapots
crafted in that era were likely of earthenware.
They were, according to Marvin Schwartz
author of the Collector's Guide to Antique
American Ceramics, "simple, turned on a
wheel, and easily made." Most of such earthenware teapots of the latter 18th century were
described as "squat" and glazed in various
shades of brown.
Early in 19th century America the pear
shape teapot was still the uppermost choice.
For those who could not fully afford a fine
silver teapot, then pewter was the next best
thing. The New England area was particularly flush with works of pewter during the first
few decades of the 1800s. Connecticut
pewter craftsmen Thomas and Sherman
" "said to have sold some three
Boardman were
thousand teapots to eager customers during a
Continued on page 17

Jenny & Bill Andrus
6625 W. Mississippi Ave.
Lakewood, CO 80226
Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. • Sat. 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

303-570-1590
www.mountainstatescollector.com
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Wheat Ridge

4501 Wadsworth Blvd ~ Wheat Ridge, CO ~ (303) 463-7796
THOUGH WE LOOK SMALL
ON THE OUTSIDE
INSIDE
YOU WILL DISCOVER
+ 12,000 SQ./FT. OF
WONDERFUL ANTIQUES,
JEWELRY, CLOCK REPAIR,
NATIVE AMERICAN, BOOKS,
HOME DECOR, AND MORE...

HOURS: Monday - Saturday 10-5 Sunday 1-5

ANNOUNCING A FUN ONE DAY SHOP EVENT:

Saturday September 27, 9AM - 5PM
RAGTIME ANNIE'S OUTDOOR MARKET
14 SEPTEMBER 2014 —Mountain States Collector
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Anti qu e Detective

Faking, One of the World’s Oldest professions
By Anne Gilbert
Back in 1990 I wrote that “90% of the antiques you
see in shows, shops and auctions are fakes or reproductions.” Fast forward and include internet items to the list
and, of course, include art and collectibles. In today’s bad
economy everybody is looking for a fast buck. While it is
a buyers market it’s also buyers beware.
Fakers of art and antiques have been busy since the
17th and 18th centuries, and before. Even Michelangelo
buried one of his sculptures with the idea of selling it later
as an antiquity. And, this profession grows and flourishes
for two good reasons; there’s big money to be made, especially at the top. Today faking is not only one of the
worlds’ oldest professions, it ranks as one of the most
profitable professions.
One thing is perfectly clear. Before you, the collector, pays for what is supposedly an authentic item, know
what clues identify a reproduction or fake. To do this you
have to be as knowledgeable as the person you are buying from. Don’t blame it all on the dealer. They probably
took another dealers’ word for its authenticity.
The saddest stories come from my readers, many now
senior citizens needing money. They are trying to sell the
so called “Ming” vase or “Chippendale chest of drawers”
or “Louis XV table” that the family had once spent thousands of dollars for. They couldn’t believe it when an appraiser had told them they had fakes or reproductions. It’s
too late for them, when even authentic pieces are under
priced.

CLUES: How can you win the battle against the fakers without suffering heavy battle casualties in your wallet? If you still have some extra cash to take advantage of
current low auction prices the internet is dicey unless you
get a money back guarantee. If you are buying furniture
at a show be sure to sniff the inside if a drawer. New wood
smells new.
When it comes to silver, glass and china, the fakes
are always signed. Often reproduced and faked are Meissen china sculptures such as the monkey band.
If possible, visit museum gift shops. They offer
quality reproductions in many categories. Buy an example and use it to judge the way it is made compared
to something supposedly old. A jeweler’s loop and a
strong magnifying glass will expose faked portrait
miniatures on porcelain. Hair and jewelry will have
painted outlines to give the effect of overall painting.
The backs are covered with supposedly old newspaper
fragments.
Even museum curators can be fooled. Such was the
case in 1970 when the Ford Museum paid $9,000 for what
they thought was an early, 17th century American armchair.
In 1978, Armand Lamontagne, a Rhode Island artist
and furniture maker confessed. It had taken him two
months and two dollars to make the chair.
Check out the many reference books on faked antique
and collectibles items.
PHOTO CAPTION: (1) Faked Brewster chair.
PHOTO CREDIT: Ford Museum, Dearborn, Michigan
PHOTO CAPTION: (2) Meissen monkey band figure,
conductor
PHOTO CREDIT: Private collector

Antique Detective Q & A
By Anne Gilbert
Q. When we cleaned out the attic of my late grandmother's old Victorian house, we found this strange object. It was wrapped in a sheet. It appears to be made of
ornately, cutout thin wood in the form of a Victorian
house. It is 25" high at the highest point and 28" long.
What was it used for and how old is it ? It is in fairly good
condition except for some tiny missing "curlicue" pieces
on the roof and base. Does it have any value ?
C.B. - Ft. Lauderdale, FL
A. What a find! You have what is known as an "architectural birdcage." It is 19th century and in the Gothic
revival style. It is very desirable for collectors and decorators. Birdcages have
never gone out of fashion
and over the centuries were
made for palaces and individual homes. They often
copied owners homes, museums and churches. Styles
changed over the years and
they were first mass produced in the 1920s, 30s and
made of brass. Your architectural birdcage, in good
condition, could sell at
auction for over $1,000.
Q. My parents bought
this Chinese ceramic horse
at a Las Vegas auction several years ago. It is supposed to be an antique
"Tang" horse dating to
around 618 A.D.
It is in good shape and
around 21" high. They paid
$400 for it. Is it really that
(We buy old toys!)
old?
What is it worth these
days.
J.M.C. - Kansas City,
KS
A. This type of
1 Block East of Wadsworth on 44th Avenue
"Tang" pottery horse is
known as a tomb figure.
Historically, the use of
303-993-3868 Melinda Thompson, Owner
such figures as part of a fuOPEN Daily 10-6 and Sundays 11-5
neral rite during the Tang

Wheat Ridge

dynasty, was a status symbol. The wealthier the family,
the more figures were made to accompany the deceased
to the grave. During a 1907 excavation, one tomb contained more than 70 figures. A few years later fakes and
small authentic statuettes arrived in Europe and America.
Museums use a test known as the CTL, Oxford identification. It is thermedeuminescense. Show yours to a curator of Chinese artifacts at a museum. If authentic, the
value could be over $1,000.

Antiques, Collectibles
Home Decor, Furniture
Toys and More

7341 W. 44th Ave., Wheat Ridge, CO 80033
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Denver

Starr Antiques
Featuring Colonial and Federal Period furniture and accessories.
Discover how accenting with a fine piece, big
or small, can give your home that extra panache:
The sophisticated design of Folk Art, the "hand"
in stoneware jugs, the patience of quilts, porcelain that traveled 2,000 miles from China 200
years ago, handmade furniture from craftsmen
with decades of apprenticeship, silver candlesticks from Colonial America, portraits as the
keepers of memory.

Antiques & Decorative Accessories
Original Art, Vintage, Lighting, Crystal & Silver
Hand-painted Furniture, Rugs

Consignment of select pieces,
whether from individuals or estates, are welcome.

Open Tuesday-Saturday, 10a.m.-5p.m.
(303) 399-4537
starrantiques.com
2930 E. 6th Avenue, Denver, Colorado 80206
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Antiques & Nuts . . .
Antiques
and much more
Colorado

Nut

Company

since 1937
Custom Gift Baskets for all Occasions • Fresh Roasted Nuts • Trail Mixes
Vintage Furniture, Pottery, Collectibles, Books, Teapots, Chandeliers,
Old Prints, Glassware, Jewelry, Linens, Toys
Roger Renaud
Kathy Renaud
Family Owned
www.coloradonutco.com

Colorado Nut Company
2 Kalamath St., Denver, CO 80223
(Corner of Kalamath St. and Ellsworth)

Mon.-Fri.
8-5, Sat.
10-3:30
Mon.-Fri.
8-5

303-733-7311 • 1-800-876-1625
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The Romance of the Teapot
Continued from page 13
six month period in the 1820s.
A tea tip for readers of the American Frugal Housewife
in 1833 suggested that homemakers be sure the water boils
before pouring upon the tea. It added, "a teaspoonful to each,
and one extra thrown in, is a good rule."
Quality earthenware teapots, not just 'simple' ones,
were being made in the United States by the 1850s. Exceptional examples included black-glazed creations by
John Mann of Rahway, New Jersey and green and gold
glazed offerings by E. W. Bennett of Baltimore, Maryland.
Bennett's Rebekah at the Well design remained a standard
for the next several decades.
The color of tea took on greater importance too by the
middle of the 19th century. "Black tea is healthier than green,"
suggested on published reference at the time, "half and half,
is a pleasanter beverage
than either alone, and
safer for those who drink
strong tea, than to trust
themselves wholly with
green." In 1857 Beecher's
Recipe Book offered directions for making white
tea, "put two teaspoonfuls
of sugar into a half cup of

good milk, and fill it with boiling water."
By the latter 1860s the
consummate teapot might well
have been part of a three piece
set produced in New York City
by Tiffany and Company. The
teapot was a cherished combination of sterling silver, ivory,
and silver gilt. No doubt the
retail price was as breath-taking as its visual image.
For the more down-to-earth tea consumer in the Untied
States there were glazed majolica pottery designs abundant in
the 1880s. One of the most noted potteries of that decade was
operated by Griffin, Hall and Smith at Phoenixville, Pennsylvania. Some of their cauliflower-shaped teapot designs were
said to have been inspired by earlier models in 18th century
England.
Early in the 20th century just about everyone in the country could (and probably did) purchase a teapot at a reasonable
price. In 1908 the Sears and Roebuck company offered True
Blue enameled one-quart teapots for 37 cents each. A fourquarter tea kettle of the same enameled ware was 76 cents.
Elsewhere a Dutch designed brass teapot had been impressive when displayed at the first Arts and Crafts Exhibi-

Elizabeth

Castle Rock

The Estate Sale

tion held in Italy. Back in the United
States, around 1911, there were exceptional teapots made by Shreve and
Company. Based in San Francisco,
California their sterling silver and
ivory designs were extraordinary.
In Europe during the 1920s the
expanse of fine teapots extended from
the lovely translucent china Shelley tea
ware in England to the sleek and modernistic work of Jean Puiforcat in
France. By the early 1930 Puiforcat
had even incorporated plastic into his teapot works of silver
and silver gilt.
During the 1930s Japanese produced teapots were often
influence by the mood of Art Deco and reflected geometric
styling in bright shades of green and other colors. By contrast
Royal Winton delighted customers in Old English fashion
with their striking chintzware decorated in traditional floral
patterns.
Later Royal Doulton continued the English legend with
the rustic garden look of Old Country Roses which became a
worldwide best-seller as late as the 1960s.
Clearly in design and function the teapot has gone around
the world and back again over the ages. Its image still serves
to make the heart grow fonder yet today.
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807 N. Wilcox St., Castle Rock, CO 80104 • 303-688-1207
Mon.-Fri., 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. / Sat., 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
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A. From your photo you appear to have a Victorian,
cast metal glove box with a celluloid cameo. They were
popular from the 1890s to around 1910. Similar examples
for several
hundred
dollars.
can sell in shops
Glass
Colle
ctibles
Q. My mother-in law gave me a Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs rug she got in the 1930s. It was made in
Italy. Any idea of value ?
H.P.- their own glass, but many cutting houses operated only as
made
that, without
actually
glass.
A. Prices
vary, producing
but it could
sell for over $200.
Examples: Hawkes and Sinclaire Compotes, Cut Relish.
What can
you only
tell me
aboutglass
the like
Czechoslovakian
•Q.
Companies
making
soda-lime
Duncan, Fostoria,
Heisey,
McKee
and
others
responded
with
pressed
version
of cut
tea set with Spanish marks? On the bottom it says
"Fabriglass piece at much lower prices. Hobstars, buzzsaws, and other
cada en Alp Choslovagia."
decorative techniques abounded through about 1910. Two major
M. formed during the extended depression before 1900; Nacombines
Glass
Company and U.S.
Company.
National
Glass
tionalA.
Czechoslovakian
tea Glass
sets and
other pieces
made
of
failed within 15 years, but many of its factories again became indeand
semi-porcelain
were
exported
to
many
counporcelain
pendent again after 1905, which some U.S. Glass Companies betries,independent
including and
Spain,
theGlass.
markings on
came
otherswhich
stayed aexplains
part of U.S.
Examples:
Cambridge
candy
horn.
your tea set.
• Many of the soda-lime makers also provided thinner, less exQ.pressed
I bought
thisoften
colorful
Oriental plate in a Florida
pensive
wares,
in colors.
Examples;
Colorado
thrift shop.
It is 18pieces.
inches in diameter and has no marks. I
Bryce, Higbee, & Co. (Pittsburgh, 1879)
How old is it ? Where was it made ? Did I pay
paid••$25.
Art Nouveau – naturalism/Oriental influences. Named after
too much
? Paris shop of 1895, Louis Comfort Tiffany was the
Samuel
Bing’s
firstmajor
contributor,
making
H.C.U.S.
- Pompano
Beach,
FLstained glass, iridescent Favrile
(from Fabrile, or hand-made). Mostly hand blown, hand cut pieces.
have a glass
collector’s
eye anddeterioration
have discovered
A. You
Iridescence
fascinated
makers because
over timea
mid-19thpitscentury
Japanese
Imari
charger.
Made to
in prothe
produces
that create
refraction,
leading
to experiments
duce
a
similar
finish.
Japanese town of Arita beginning in the 17th Century, it
Example: Favrile toothpick, Aurene/Calcite Sherbet.
was named for the port of Imari-the place from where it
to 1925
The beginnings
of automation.
Population
was 1900
shipped.
The– designs
of textiles,
chrysanthemums
and
76.2M to 119.8M.
were enclosed in panels. It became so popular
landscapes
• Window glass largely changed over from hand-blown to mathat
by
the
18th
century
theglass,
Chinese
So did
Engchine blown cylinder
or rolled
basedcopied
on tank it.
furnace
produc-

American Glass History — A Brief Overview
Continued from page 11
formulae. In 1864, William L. Leighton perfected a new soda-lime
glass formula for Hobbs, Brockunier that revolutionized the industry. While this soda-lime formula had the clarity of leaded crystal, it
was lighter, not as resonant or refractive, and cost about 1/3 that of
leaded glass. It also cooled more quickly and could be easily fire
polished, increasing productivity. Possibly, this type of glass was
developed in Bohemia before this, but Leighton’s process revolutionized the American glass industry. Other pressing enhancements
included weight-balanced levers and springs.From the simpler patterns of flint glass of the 1840’s and 1850’s, the pressing and formula improvements encouraged more decoration in the 2nd half of the
century. Flower, grapes, ivy, shells and fruit made appearances on
pressed glass. Frosted glass, with hydrofluoric acid, became popular; Gillinder in particular was noted for its frosted patterns of Lion
and Westward Ho (or Pioneer).
Examples: Bellflower Goblet, Gillinder Lion pieces ; Thousand
Eye Wine, Vaseline Thousand Eye tumbler
• The 35 factories in the West (Ohio, (West, 1863) Virginia,
Pennsylvania, Indiana and Illinois) as of 1860 jumped to 113 in
1880.New companies included Franklin Flint Glass (Philadelphia, 1861, by William T. Gillinder, later Gillinder & Sons); Central Glass (Wheeling, 1863); Portland Glass (Maine, 1863); Ripley & Co. (Pittsburgh, 1866, later George Duncan & Sons, etc.);
Pittsburgh Glass (1866, later McBeth-Evans); Richard & Hartley Flint Glass (Pittsburgh, 1866, moved to Tarentum ~1878);
Corning Flint Glass (N.Y., 1868); Rochester Tumbler (1872);
LaBelle Glass (Bridgeport, Ohio, 1872); and Meriden Flint Glass
(Connecticut, 1874).
• Bitters, 90+ proof, with Gentian root and other “herbs” became popular from the 1860’s with the rise of the Temperance movement in the 2nd half of the 19th Century. These were a somewhat
acceptable way to drink “for medical reasons.” Added to tonic water
(quinine-containing), they may have helped a bit with malaria symptoms. During the Civil War, bitters were sold to Union soldiers as
protections from “swamp” diseases encountered in the South, including Dr. Hostetter’s.
Examples: bitters bottles -Dr. Hostetters, Paine’s Celery (snap
tool mark).
• Between 1840 and 1900, cased and flashed glass, with cutting, engraving, or acid etching, were popular. After seeing examples of Bohemian cased glass between 1820 and 1840, some leaded
glass manufacturers in the U.S. were able to create their own “Americo-Bohemian” versions. These included New England Glass, Boston
& Sandwich, Mt. Washington, Cape Cod, Dorflinger, and Meriden
Flint Glass. Flashed glass is similar to cased glass, but has a thinner
glass coating of a different color and is cheaper to make. Less expensive non-leaded imitations continued with stained glass (usually
gold, ruby, or amber), chemically stained and fired, and common
within EAPG. The cheapest imitation made in the 20th century was
“goofus glass”, which was cold painted and not fired.
Example: Cut to clear wine, ruby flashed piece, goofus glass.
• Paperweights had a popularity surge in the U.S. about the
same time as the Bohemian styles cut glass. While not as high
quality or with some of the technical expertise as French or other
Continental pieces, Boston & Sandwich (with Lutz), Whitall,
New England Glass, Gilliland, and Mt. Washinton made styles
as canes/millefiori, flowers, cameos, fruits, and other items. Paperweights have been produced in some form since then, both in
flint and non-flint varieties.
1875 to 1900—Late Victorian era, popularity of “fancy”
wares; beginning of Art Nouveau.
Little changed for window glass; strong company/union cooperation on costs and pricing. Natural gas began to replace coal as
the fuel of choice in the industry, with continuous tank furnaces being
added. U.S. population 47.1M to 76.2M.
• Boston and Sandwich continued with high quality products, including painted, enameled, etched (acid), threaded, cased,
and with vines and leaves and rigaree (narrow bands of glass
added to form parallel ribs) butalso made the new soda-lime
glass in quantity. By 1888, Boston and Sandwich was out of
business. New England Glass, with Joseph Locke’s Art Glass
beginnings, made both soda-lime and flint until closing in 1888.
Edward Libbey then moved the operation to Toledo as Libbey
Glass. These companies, along with Mt. Washington/Pairpoint,
Hobbs &Brockunier, and others began an Art Glass period that
is still alive in the U.S., though on a smaller scale. Experimenting with colors, finishes, and decorative applications built a new
avenue of creativity. Colors included Amberina, Rubina Verde,
Peach Blow, Burmese, and Chocolate.
Examples: Pitcher and tumblers, B&S Bluerina tumbler, NEGC
Pomona Spooner
• Commemorative pieces, though not as popular as in the first
half of the century, continued to be made. Notably, around 1876
with the Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia (the first official
World’s Fair in the U.S.), a number of companies made pieces for
the occasion.
Examples: 1876 Gillinder Liberty Bell Goblet,Atterbury Platter, Mt. Washington egg shaker, custard toothpick.
• Perhaps the advent of the soda-lime formula, along with
the rapid post-war growth of industry and population created a
special niche for the cut glass industry in the last 25 years of the
century. Tariff protection persisted through that period. After
the Americo-Bohemian imitative period of the earlier years, the
American Brilliant period rolled into full swing, peaking in the
1890’s and early 1900’s. Companies including Hawkes, Dorflinger, Libbey, Sinclaire, Meriden, and others prospered. Some
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tion and automated methods. These processes continued to expand
throughout the 20th century, narrowing the differences between window glass and sheet glass formerly poured, ground and polished in
larger segments.
• Michael Owens developed the first fully automated bottle
glass blowing machine in 1903, with some competition from semiautomated machines into the 1920’s. Time-consuming hand moldblowing for bottles was eliminated except for art pieces.
Example: ink bottle, medicine bottles, lab bottles.
• The automobile opened a vast new market for glass, with wind
screens, windows, lamp covers, mirrors, and, of course, vases for
flowers for your dashboard or your friendly neighborhood hearse.
Auto window glass began to be laminated in the 1920s, although the
process was discovered in 1903 in France.
Example: Jeannette auto vase.
• A cheaper iridescent imitation of Favrile and such items began
at the new Fenton Art Glass (1905), beginning in 1907 under the
company name “Iridill”. Metallic salts were applied to the still hot
pressed piece, then re-firing brought out the iridescence. This technique soon spread to Northwood, Cambridge, and others. This became known as Carnival Glass.
Example: Cambridge cracker jar.
• Many of the leading companies in the EAPG era began to
produce thinner, pot melted glass, differently decorated in the 1910’s.
Hydrofluoric acid etching became popular, as Cambridge, Duncan
& Miller, Fostoria, Heisey, Morgantown, and others began to make
mold-blown wares again extensively.
Example: Cambridge mug.
• Kitchenware became more predominate, as Corning introduced Pyrex borosilicate glass in 1915.New U.S. Pyrex is not borosilicate, but tempered soda-lime. Other companies, such as H.C. Fry
and Hazel-Atlas brought out their own competitors during the next
30-40 years.
Example: Pyrex bowl.
• Once again, a war and changing lifestyles spelled doom for
much of the leaded glass business. What few cutting houses that remained by 1915 pretty much disappeared by 1920.Prohibition began

Open 10-5 all winter.

Historical Bottle Types (l. to r.) Half Post Blown Pitkin-style Flask,
1830s?, Three-Mold-Blown, 1830s~1850, “For Pikes Peak” Flask,
1860s, ‘Black’ (dark olive) Liquor, 1860s?, Hutchinson style ‘Blob’ Top
Soda, 1870s-1880s, Brown Square “Dr. Hostetters” Bitters, 1860s, Coffin’ Liquor Flask, 1880s-1900, Lightning Stopper Style Soda, 1870s1900, ‘Crown’ Style Soda, 1900s

1920, repealed 1933, but substantial negative impact on barware,
beer and liquor bottles.
1925 to 1950 – Prohibition; Elegance and depression; War
and Plastic. Population 119.8M to 151.3M.
• Pottery tableware flourished, with Homer Laughlin,
Steubenville, Bauer, Metlox and many others producing tableware
that displaced glass on tables.
• Colors in all tableware began to proliferate. Companies began
to employ more chemists to produce every color and shade from
black to white, with rainbows between.
Examples; Cambridge Rubina Compote,U.S. Glass candlestick,
Northwood Coral and stretch glass.
• 1925 witnessed the Exposition Internationale des Arts Decoratifs et IndustrielsModernes in Paris, which gave its name to Art
Deco. This saw a worldwide geometric influence on art and architecture.
Examples: Cambridge Vichy cordial, Old Morgantown stems.
• By the end of the 1920’s, the Great Depression was in full
swing, lending its name to an era of mostly inexpensive, tank furnace produced glassware that began to show up in that decade.
Example: Iris and Herringbone tumbler, Moondrops tumbler.
• World War II saw a decline in glass production and colors.
• Fire King introduced by Anchor Hocking.
lish Example:
potters such
as Derby,
Bow, Worcester and Chelsea.
Fire King
pie plate.
• Tupperware
Melmac
invented
in the 1940’s. Plastic beYours
could fetchand$900
or more
at auction.
gins to replace glass in many phases of American life.

Q. I found this painted spice bin in an antiques shop
years1950
ago.to The
toldthe
menew
it was
called
"tole"151.3
I have
2000 dealer
– War and
world.
Population
to
281.4M
(2000)
since used
it as a decorative object in my kitchen. Now I
• Mass produced glasses began to dominate in kitchenware.
would
like to know about its history and value.
Many of the elegant and depression glass companies began to merge
M.B.T.
- Las
Vegas, NV
or simply go out
of business.
Example:
Federal
tumbler,spice
Bartlett-Collins
tumbler.
A. Your 19th century
bin is known
as "tole" —

• Plastic, plastic and more plastic, from sodas to beer to dishes
to containers of nearly all type.
• Liquid Crystal Display technology developed in the 1960’s,
improved subsequently for commercial use.
• Fiber optic glass invented by Corning with a contract from
the U.S. Army Signal Corps in 1970.
• Corelle, a lightweight tempered laminate glassware, introduced in 1970.
Examples: Corelle plate.

Keenesburg
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Offering a wide range of
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Labor Day Collectibles Capture American Culture
Continued from page 1
planned but never produced.
Fred C. Lounsbury sold, through a diverse group of
wholesalers and distributors, a four-card Series No. 2046.
Put on sale in 1907, the scenes portray Uncle Sam pulling
back a U.S. flag to proudly display a factory, a working
man with a lunch pail, a family on picnic for the holiday,
and Labor herself leading Santa Claus, George Washington, Uncle Sam, the New Year's baby, and a Thanksgiving
Day turkey on parade. These cards were also found with
the Lenox Manufacturing Co. imprint on the front. This
was the successor in 1912 to Lounsbury's Crescent Embossing Company.
A comedic set was distributed by Crose Photo Co. A
sort of tongue-incheek approach to
the day, it's cartoon style drawings depicted such
scenes as lady
workers in a sack
race, crowds entering a baseball
park, and three
over zealous holiday revelers in
hospital beds. At
the top of each
card was the designation, "Labor
Day," usually as
part of the caption,
such as "A Parade
on the Day Before
Labor
Day."
Crose's name does
Labor Day ceremony in Butte, Mon- not appear on any
tana showing the unveiling of a monu- of these cards,
ment. Black-and-white photographic only their dollarpostcard by Mitchell Co., Circa 1908. sign logo under

Drop us a line.
We’d love to hear from you.
Our address is:
P.O. Box 1003, Bailey, CO 80421

There were also a number of large city Labor Day
postcards manufactured the standard way and distributed
by the larger publishers. These command lower prices
than the real photo style.
In the America of the past the entire town and all of
the countryside from miles around turned out for every
patriotic holiday to watch the parade, picnic on the town
green, listen to the endless orations, and mingle with old
and new friends. Life was hard, and the few occasions that
came up for relaxation and leisure were eagerly grabbed
hold of.
It became profitable for firms - and local photographers – to sell postcards of all these festivities, including
the Labor Day parade. Folks bought them as souvenirs of
a fun time and as mementos to send through the mails.
Often, the cards were on sale only a few days after the
event. The public also happily purchased postcards of last
year's parade or holiday activities.

E. Nash Co.'s "Labor Day Series 1" – Complete two-postcard set. The other postcard is on the cover of this issue.
"Post Card" on the address side is found.
Also known is a single postcard published by the Masons and commonly referred to as the Masonic Labor Day
card with an illustration of a seated man surveying the industrial might of the nation.
Kodak successfully marketed a special camera in the
years from 1900 to 1920 which allowed the picture taker
to process his snapshots not as regular photos but on postcard stock. This made it so much easier to mail off the results to friends and relatives. There was also similar activity by professional photographers in producing picture
postcards in very small quantities.
Because these black-and-white real photo postcards so admirably and beautifully caught Americans
at work, home, playing and doing a myriad of activities, they are much sought after today. In some cases
they represent perhaps the only picture of a long-ago
event or place.
Happily, a modest number of them about Labor
Day have come down to us through the years. They
show all sorts of holiday parades, official activities^
and people having fun doing everything from picnicking to playing games. But most of all, they portray
Labor Day celebrating in small-town America. One
even captured a 1925 Klu Klux Klan conclave on
Labor Day.

Other Labor Day Ephemera
In addition to postcards, you can find other memorabilia related to Labor Day. The easiest is the special Labor
Day commemorative stamp issued by the United States
Post Office in 1956. In this same category are cacheted
and uncacheted First Day Covers of the Labor Day stamp
prepared for its official first day of sale.
Magazine and newspaper illustrations, cartoons and
articles praising, lampooning or reporting on Labor Day
activities can add some interesting items to a collection.
A Mobile, Alabama, newspaper, for instance, dated September 5, 1910, ran a comic illustration of how the holiday might have been observed during the caveman era,
several million years earlier. Another illustration, this time
from the magazine The Youth's Companion, in the September 5, 1912 issue, gave its impression of Labor Day in
Kittenville.
A Labor Day collection can be historical and interesting, but most of all, it can be fun. Some of the material is
expensive, some not so. Much awaits discovery.

"W.O.W. Drill Team. Labor Day. 1910." The Workmen
of the World ("W.O.W") was an important labor organization in the early years of the last century. Black-andwhite photographic postcard published by Lyons Studio.
Location of parade unknown.
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Thank you, Charles Pheasant

A Second Look at moveable Figurines
Editor’s Note: We are embarrassed about the errors which were in the front page article last
month. Our observant reader Charles Pheasant was so helpful to point them out to us. We are
reprinting the article here so that you have the correct version of the article. Can you imagine
we misspelled “Beatles” several times in the article (among other things)?

moveable Figurines
Span The Centuries
By Anne Gilbert
A single touch and they move, almost by magic. Call then nodders, bubble-heads or
bobbin-heads, these fanciful figures have been fascinating collectors for centuries.
When they were first made by Johann Joachim Kandler for the Meissen porcelain
factory around 1730 they were known as “Pagoda figurines” or “Chinese nodding figurines.” The figurines had moving heads, hands and tongues. They came in a variety of
sizes beginning 4” high and were male and female. Their moving parts were attached to
wires.
They were also made in France in the 18th century as well as other German manufacturers. The French versions were bisque as well as china.
By the 19th century they were at the height of their popularity. New techniques allowed for ears and tails of animals to move as well.
The subjects changed over the centuries. During the 1930s Santa Claus and even a
pair of Hitler youth versions were made. The German firm of Hertwig & J. Foulke used
elastic strung bisque for their nodders.
During the Art Deco
1920s, 1930s, stylized Art
Deco figures began to be
made of plastic and papiermâché. Those that have survived are rarities selling for
hundreds of dollars.
In the 1950s, 1960s plastic nodders were made. However their names were
changed to “bobble heads” or
“bobbin heads.” At that point
they became popular as affordable collectibles created
in the image of sports stars,
Mickey Mouse cartoon characters, and TV characters.
However, one of the most
sought after bobbin heads depicted the Beatles. One ver-

The Beatles and Ali, 1964. Looks like we gave the Beatles another punch with our article last month. Somehow, we’re pretty sure they would forgive us and be good sports just
like they were with Ali. Our apologies just the same.
sion had moveable instruments with the group playing them.
Highest prices these days are for the 18th century Meissen Pagoda figures. When
they make a rare auction appearance they can sell for over $7,000. Beatle “bobbin heads”
set of four can sell for over $200.
CLUES: Reproductions of
Meissen pagoda figures are everywhere. Those made and identifiable by 19th century porcelain factories are often reasonably priced
and fun to collect. This is a good
time to start a collection of plastic
1950’s, 1960’s, 1970’s bobble
heads.
PHOTO CAPTION: BEATLES bobble head set. PHOTO
CREDIT: Morethings.com
PHOTO CAPTION: Meissen
Pagoda nodder, 19th century
PHOTO CREDIT: LJWORLD
.com
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Contest

August’s What Is It?

September’s What Is It?

We had several correct answers to our August’s What Is It.
Edna Johnson, Cheyenne, Wyoming; Barbara Houser, Florissant,
Colorado; Cheryl Miller, Ft. Collins, Colorado; Dottie Unruh,
Lakewood, Colorado; Ann Moore, Georgetown, Colorado;
Charles Pheasant, Centennial, Colorado; Loretta Lockett, Boulder, Colorado; William McLaren, Anchorage, Alaska; and Christine Rhodes of Littleton, Colorado all correctly identified the objects as needlecases for sewing.. Nancy Dougan of Omaha, Nebraska thought they could also be used as Jewish mezuzahs (a
piece of parchment inscribed on one side with texts from
Deuteronomy (6:4-9 & 11:13-21) in 22 lines and on the other side
with the name of God (Shaddai), rolled and put into a case and
attached to the doorpost of the house, as commanded in Biblical
passages.) This could be possible so we are including her with
our what is it winners.
The items are all late-19th Century needlecases. They include:
a wooden carved fish, fluted silver, woodtopped with silver,
carved ivory, Irish milk glass with English oak leaves and acorns;
and a chased silver case that stores needles in compartments graded according to size.
One of our contest winners, Barbara Houser, included this
wonderful note about her grandmother’s sewing case:
“I think the items that are in the picture are for sewing and
mending. I have one like that. It was my Grandmother’s (born
1880, died 1960). This was always in her sewing basket.
The top one unscrews and inside there is a place for a thimble
which is still there and is not metal like they are made now.
The middle unscrews and contains needles.
The bottom also unscrews and now contains more needles.
The top on the outside has a tiny knob as the ones pictured
have, but I do not know the purpose for that unless thread was
wound around it.
The bottom has an indented area shaped like a button but I do
not know what this was for.
Mine has fancy carving on all areas and I love it because it
was my Grandmother’s who came into the Cherokee Strip 9-161893 at 13 years old and grew up in Enid, Oklahoma and lived
there all her life.
Mine could be Bakelit and is 6” long.”
Thank you, Barbara, we enjoyed learning about your family
history as we discover yet another fascinating collectible.

Send your answers to the What Is It contest, postmarked by
September 20, to the Mountain States Collector, P.O. Box 1003,
Bailey, CO 80421.
Three winners will be drawn. Winners receive a year’s subscription to the Mountain States Collector.
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